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modern retreat
Nature-inspired elements coupled with hi-gloss fixtures
bestow this HDB flat unit with a modern resort feel

A

bove all things, a home should be conducive for rest
and relaxation. This explains why the homeowners
of this four-room HDB flat unit were interested in the
modern resort style for their brand new abode. To
materialise their dream theme into reality, they sought
the expertise of interior designer Jacky Chan at Rhiss Interior. After
viewing the place, he quickly envisioned a cosy home filled with
modern and nature influences.
Working his magic first in the living area, he swathed one wall in
a dark mocha shade. This soothing hue immediately infuses warmth
into the area. He then painted part of the ceiling in the similar shade
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and planted a false ceiling to create a modern, sunken ceiling
feature. A low-lying television console nearby affords the living area
with a greater sense of space. Stealing all the attention away from
the console is the magnificent feature wall which is made of cultured
stone. The coarseness and raw essence of the stone wall anchor
the resort style in the living area firmly in place.
The calming shade of mocha continues to make its appearance
in the dining area’s wall. The shade again, imbues a warm and
cosy vibe to the dining area. A cluster of pendant lamps are
expertly placed on top of the dining set and this placement projects
mesmerising shadows onto the wall when lit.

To complete the look, Jacky then affixed shoe cabinets near the
vicinity in a similar mocha hue. Made of hi-gloss laminate, he even
went the extra mile of implementing a recess within the cabinets to
serve as open display units. With the back of the recess clad with a
strip of clear mirror and the use of spotlights, the display ornaments
are thrust into the limelight prominently.
For the kitchen, Jacky went with the classic monochromatic
theme. The walls are clad with solid surface countertops in
alternate shades of black and white. Factoring in a sleek appeal is
the white coloured glass backsplash. Other sleek fixtures that add
to the contemporary feel are the glass hood and the pull-down
kitchen faucet.

With over 10 years of interior design experience between
its founders, it goes without saying that Rhiss Interior Pte
Ltd has the expertise to turn dream homes into reality.
Besides that, its dynamic team of talented designers is
always ready to transform empty rooms into innovative
spaces for living, work and play! Armed with rich
experience, creative ideas, practical interior solutions
and most importantly, passion, you can be sure that your
abode will be in the good hands of this dream team.
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